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English Translation

Ink with chip
Users of Canon Pixma printers have
recently been able to start buying
alternative cartridges with their own level
chip. Swiss company 3T Supplies is one
of the first suppliers to start producing
these cartridges under the Peach brand
name.
The Peach cartridges fit perfectly in the
Canon print head and connect up well with
both the power supply and ink flow system.
The latter is not totally without problems in
retrofits since Canon enforced a patent for its
ink connection. We didn’t encounter any
problems in our test with the ink flow but 3T
Supplies hasn’t managed a fully-fledged
retrofit which bypasses this patent as the
opened cartridges start to leak after a while if
not fitted in the printer. Canon cartridges don’t
usually have this bad habit. But it isn’t a major
problem if the cartridges remain in the printer
until the ink runs out – which they usually do.
When printing, the inks produce very
respectable results. Text and graphics are
reproduced as well as the original. Their
neutral, conservative colours give a pleasant
look to printed photos. The photos are almost
a touch too pale. The ink isn’t particularly
resistant to sunlight but then neither is the
original anyway. Compared with the original
and thanks to the slightly longer service life,
users can expect to save around 60 percent
when printing text and around 65 percent
when printing in colour. These figures are
slightly better than ink from Pearl (see c’t
12/08, p.74) whose quality is greatly inferior.
All in all Peach cartridges, which are even
available from the well-known AgfaPhoto for
a couple of pennies more, are currently the
cheapest range of fully-fledged spare
cartridges for Canon Pixma printers.

Peach ink cartridges
for use in Canon Pixma-printers
Manufacturer 3T Supplies AG
www.3ppp3.de
Item codes
0620B001 … 0628B001
Potential
60% with black text,
saving
65% with colour
Price
€6.65 per colour cartridge
and photo black
€8.25 for black for text

